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Can your choice of lubricant improve gearbox efficiency?
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the United States generated
1006 billion kWh of electricity in 2007.[1]
It is generally accepted that electrical motors
account for about 70% of industrial electrical power consumption. Assuming that electric motors
are all driving gearboxes, then every 1% increase in gearbox efficiency saves the equivalent
yearly output of an 800 MW power plant. In other words, small changes in efficiency can have a
large aggregate impact. That’s why lubrication decisions can be so important to a plant’s energy
management efforts. Unlike other efficiency-improving ideas, lubrication changes require no
changes to existing equipment.

Oil churning, seal drag and friction account for most of the losses in gearboxes. To some extent,
these three sources are all affected by lubrication. Seals ride on a thin oil-lubricant film.
Churning losses are due to the gearbox components moving through the oil sump.

Fig. 1. The Stribeck Curve relates friction between load-bearing surfaces as a function of
relative oil-film thickness and lubrication regime.
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Fluid friction
The Stribeck Curve, shown in Fig. 1 relates friction between load-bearing surfaces as a function
of relative oil-film thickness and lubrication regime.[2] Relative oil-film thickness is the ratio of
film thickness to surface roughness. The thicker the film relative to surface roughness indicates
a reduced likelihood of contact by surface asperities. Figures 2 through 4 illustrate the
relationship between film thickness and surface roughness.

The traction coefficient is up to 30% lower for synthetic oils than for mineral based—possibly
due to the synthetic’s uniform molecular structure
. In contrast, mineral oils are a mixture of hydrocarbons of various chain lengths. In conventional
gear trains, synthetic oils can reduce frictional losses 0.5% per stage for conventional gears,
and up to 8% for high-reduction worm gears.[3]

Churning losses are a function of viscosity. Thicker oil requires more energy to move gears and
bearing rollers through the oil. When changing from an ISO 150 oil to an ISO 220, film thickness
and viscosity will increase 50%. Seal drag depends on seal material, seal design and the force
imparted onto the shafting by the seal itself. For a gearbox not experiencing shaft deflection,
seal drag is independent of load. Seal drag and churning losses are independent of load and as
load is increased, these fixed losses make up a smaller portion of losses.

Tests results
Sumitomo Drive Technologies tested several oils in a model CHH-6145Y-51. The oils were
ExxonMobil’s Mobilgear XP 150, Mobilgear SHC XMP 150, and a blend of Mobilgear SHC XMP
320 and 150 that has a viscosity equivalent to XMP 220. The Mobilgear XP series is a mineral
base-stock, EP-type oil intended for use in heavily loaded gear trains. Mobilgear SHC XMP is a
polyalpha-olefin (PAO) base synthetic oil developed for gearboxes in wind turbine applications.
ExxonMobil touts the XMP’s low traction coefficient and advanced anti-micropitting protection.
The numbers 150, 220 and 320 indicate the oil’s viscosity at 40 C.

Table I. Efficiency and Loss Results The equipment required to simultaneously input and
output torque was not available. A method to set output torque with reasonable repeatability
was devised while measuring input torque dynamically. Table I shows the results.
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As expected, the mineral based Mobilgear XP 150 posted lowest efficiency. Increasing the load
25% increased the efficiency less than 0.1%. Seal drag and churning losses are a small part of
gearbox losses and that proportion decreases with increasing load. The magnitude of the
efficiency increase was so slight that it was overwhelmed by the errors in not simultaneously
measuring both input and output torque.

Changing to Mobilgear SHC XMP 150 increased the efficiency 1.86 points. Increased load
increased the efficiency slightly. The lower fluid friction helped increase efficiency. Cyclo
reducers have a variety of loading conditions—rolling between roller, and race and sliding
between pin and roller, for example
. It is difficult
to say with certainty whether elements were in mixed or hydrodynamic regime. If some of the
rolling elements were in a hydrodynamic regime, then changing to the lower viscosity caused a
shift from hydrodynamic to mixed, lowering the internal fluid friction losses. Since 150-viscosity
oil is the recommended grade for this gearbox under the ambient temperature test conditions, it
is unlikely that any parts were in boundary lubrication, except perhaps at startup.

The SHC XMP Blend posted a very good efficiency at lower load that declined slightly at the
higher load. The difference in churning losses between a 150 grade and 220 grade is not that
great compared with the power required to drive the load. It appears that the combination of
synthetic molecules and higher viscosity increased the efficiency compared with the mineral oil.
The decrease in efficiency at higher load may have been due to measurement error.

Conclusion
It is apparent that thicker oil reduces surface contact of load-bearing surfaces. If the oil is much
thicker than required, friction and losses will increase. Thicker oil increases losses through
internal fluid friction and churning losses. A good anti-wear or extreme-pressure additive
package is required for applications involving reversing, high shock loads and during extended
starts. Under these conditions, the load-bearing surfaces have not built up an oil film sufficient
to maintain surface separation. Anti-wear and extreme pressure additive packages will reduce
friction and wear in boundary or mixed film lubrication.

Except for polishing, most wear tends to increase surface roughness. Rough surfaces require
thick oil films to prevent metal-to-metal contact. As wear progresses, rougher surfaces may
move the lubrication regime from hydrodynamic to mixed or boundary and thus reduce gearbox
efficiency.
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Not addressed in this article is the effect of efficiency improvements on lubricant life. Efficiency
increases result in lower operating temperatures. For every 10 C (20 F) decrease in
temperature, lubricant life doubles.

Recommendations
To increase gearbox efficiency by only changing lubrication, one must use the thinnest oil that
provides adequate film thickness and contains a good Anti-Wear or Extreme Pressure additive
package that provides protection when transient conditions do not provide an adequate oil film.
Synthetic oils and oils that have an exceptionally low traction coefficient will reduce internal
friction losses. MT

Mark Lee Johnson is a product engineer with Sumitomo Drive Technologies, headquartered in
Chesapeake, VA. A graduate of Virginia Tech, he has over 14 years experience in the power
transmission industry, ranging from motors to cycloidal and hypoid type gear reducers.

Editor’s Note: This article is based on a White Paper that first appeared on the Sumitomo Drive
Technologies Website
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Fig 2. Boundary lubrication occurs when the load-bearing surfaces come into contact. This condition can

Fig. 3. In hydrodynamic lubrication, a lubrication ﬁlm completely separates two load-bearing surfaces. W

Fig. 4. Mixed ﬁlm lubrication describes the condition where the asperities (peaks) of two surfaces come i
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